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Résumé. 2014 A partir de mesures de résistivité et de magnétorésistance sur des alliages AuFe, nous trouvons qu’au-
dela de la concentration où l’ordre ferromagnétique se manifeste, les ordres verre de spin et ferromagnétique
coexistent à basses températures. Quand on augmente la température, on observe un minimum dans la suscepti-
bilité au-dessus de la saturation technique. Ceci peut indiquer une transition vers un ordre ferromagnétique simple.

Abstract. 2014 From resistivity and magnetoresistance data on AuFe we conclude that above the concentration
where ferromagnetic order appears, in the low temperature state ferromagnetic and spin glass like ordering coexist.
As the temperature is increased a transition to normal ferromagnetic order is indicated by a well defined minimum
in the susceptibility above technical saturation.
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A number of magnetic alloy systems at low tempe-
ratures are spin glasses over a certain range of concen-
tration but acquire some ferromagnetic order when
the concentration of the magnetic component is
increased sufficiently. The AuFe system is probably
the best known example; a number of different techni-
ques have been used to study these alloys and a magne-
tic phase diagram has been given [1-3]. Below

Ccrit~ 15 % Fe the alloys behave as spin glasses with
the well known cusp in the initial susceptibility while
above this concentration the magnetization beha-
viour resembles that of a normal ferromagnet. The
regions on each side of the critical concentration have
attracted attention; in the spin glass concentration
range superparamagnetic effects have been observed
above the cusp temperature Tg [3], and for c &#x3E; Ccru
it has been suggested that the alloys are ferromagnets
from Tc down to a second ordering temperature below
which the systems are « spin glasses » [2]. This view
has been contested on the basis of other low field

magnetization measurements [4]. In addition neutron
scattering results show that for these alloys above
Cent, there is an anomalous increase in the quasi-
elastic neutron cross section as the temperature is
lowered [ 1 ].

Traditionally these alloys have been described in
terms of « magnetic clusters ». This terminology does
not seem very appropriate in systems like these,
dominated by long range competing interactions.

Here, we wish to show that resistivity and magne-
toresistance measurements can help clarify the situa-
tion. Our data indicate that for c &#x3E; Ccrit, at low tem-

perature and in zero applied field each local moment
is randomly canted to some extent with reference to
the overall magnetization direction, so ferromagnetic
and spin glass order coexist. Then as the temperature
is increased there is a well marked minimum in the

susceptibility of the system above technical saturation
implying a transition to a normal ferromagnetic
state. This transition temperature is not the tempe-
rature at which the initial low field susceptibility
reaches a plateau [2-4].
We can discuss the resistivity of magnetic alloys

(such as AuFe) using the model of Yoshida [5]. If the
interaction between the magnetic atoms and the
conduction electrons is V - 2 JS.s then the high tem-
perature paramagnetic impurity resistivity is

where k is a constant and c is the concentration. At
low temperatures an inelastic term kcJ2 S is frozen
out [5, 6] and if there is a reduction in resistivity due to a
ferromagnetic alignment arising either from interac-
tions or from an applied field, then the resistivity
becomes

Here ( m ~~ is the ferromagnetic magnetization per
atom averaged over the mean free path A. We will
write po and ( m ~~ respectively for the resistivity
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and average magnetization at zero temperature and
in zero field. For a true spin glass ( m ~° = 0 so that
last term in po is zero, while for a true ferromagnet
 m &#x3E;0 = S.
The temperature dependence of the resistivity of

AuFe alloys in zero field has been measured [7, 8].
In the concentration range up to about 8 % Fe the
drop in impurity resistivity on cooling from 300 K
to 0 K is small; only the spin flip scattering is frozen
out and the alloys at low temperature are true spin
glasses with no ferromagnetic order in the scale of
~, [9]. As Cent is approached, PHT - po increases dra-
matically and po drops, figure 1, showing that

~ m ~° ~ 0, i.e. short range ferromagnetic ordering
on the scale of ~, or greater has begun to develop
within the spin glass phase. From 8 % Fe to Ccrit
is just the concentration range over which EPR results
show superparamagnetic effects above the spin glass
cusp temperature [3]. The superparamagnetic beha-
viour and the ferromagnetic short range ordering are
clearly related.

Fig. l. - Residual resistivity po, and the difference between high
temperature and residual resistivities PHT - Po, for AuFe alloys as
a function of Fe concentration (from Refs. [7] and [8]). Inset : local
ferromagnetic order parameter (( m )~/~2 (see text).

For c &#x3E; 15 % Fe these alloys have been referred
to generally as « ferromagnets » and the high value
of the resistivity change PUT - po confirms a strong
degree of ferromagnetic alignment. It is important
to note that for all samples the zero field resistivity
drops continuously as the temperature is lowered [7],
so that the degree of ferromagnetic order is always
increasing as the temperature drops. We can test if

the ferromagnetic alignment is complete at low tem-
peratures by measuring the magnetoresistance ; if
the spins are not fully ordered there will be a negative
magnetoresistance as the magnetic field suppresses
the residual disalignment. From equation (2)

where åpsat is the (negative) saturation magneto-
resistance measured in a high magnetic field.
We have measured the magnetoresistance at 1.2 K

up to 70 kG on a number of AuFe samples. The sam-
ples were annealed at 800 °C and quenched just
before mounting. We observed strong negative iso-
tropic magnetoresistance on all samples, together
with weaker anisotropic magnetoresistance effects
which we will not discuss here. The presence of the

negative magnetoresistance shows that the spins are
partially disaligned in zero field, even for Au 28 % Fe.
As the magnetoresistance is far from saturating in
70 kG we can only give rough estimates of Apsat
and hence of (( m ~/5)~ through equation (3). These
values are shown in the inset of figure 1. We observe
very much the same behaviour as for PtFe [10] where
we suggested that the partially aligned state should
be called a quasiferromagnet. We note, that the shape
of the magnetoresistance curves at low temperature
hardly varies with the Fe concentration - we need
to apply as strong a field to fully saturate a Au 28 % Fe
sample as a Au 15 % Fe sample although in zero field
the former is very much closer to being fully magne-
tized than is the latter. This implies that the strength
of the interactions acting against the ferromagnetic
order are only weakly concentration dependent.
Again the same behaviour was observed in PtFe [10]
but for saturation fields twenty times smaller than in
AuFe.
We have also measured the magnetoresistance of

Au 19 % Fe as a function of the temperature from
1.2 K to 200 K, figure 2. As for a simple ferromagnet
there is a sharp peak in d p/dH at 7p; however unlike
normal ferromagnets the curve goes through a mini-
mum and shows a second peak at T = 0. The curve
for dp/dH bears a striking resemblance to the curve
for the quasi-elastic neutron cross section of the same
alloy [1] shown in the inset.
We can relate d p/dH to the susceptibility through

equation (2). Ignoring the field dependence of the
spin flip scattering we have

This susceptibility x(T) is the susceptibility per
atom of the alloy above technical saturation; the
initial susceptibility in weak fields which has been
much studied in AuFe and other systems [2-4, 11]
includes dominant domain effects which are cer-

tainly more complex than the intra-domain suscep-
tibility we consider here. (The resistivity is not sen-
sitive to domain rotations.) As we know the magne-
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Fig. 2. - Magnetoresistance d p/dH measured at 3 kG applied
fields for AuFe 19 % as a function of temperature. Inset : quasi-
elastic neutron scattering intensity, at q = 0.1 A-1, for AuFe 19 %,
reference [1].

tization at technical saturation  m(T) &#x3E; for this

alloy [12] we can calculate X(T), figure 3. When the
temperature is increased from zero, the susceptibility
initially drops, before passing through a minimum and
finally tending to infinity at 7c as it should for a fer-
romagnet.

Fig. 3. - Susceptibility above technical saturation X(T) as deduced
from the magnetoresistance for AuFe 19 % (see text). The dashed
line indicates conventional ferromagnetic behaviour.

We can now review the information we have
obtained on the alloys with c &#x3E; Cent’ The first point
is that the zero field resistivity p(T) decreases smoothly
and continuously as T drops, so the degree of ferro-
magnetic order is always increasing as the tempe-
rature is lowered. No transition to a « spin glass »
state is observed if the term « spin glass » implies a
lower degree of ferromagnetic order. Secondly, per-
fect ferromagnetic order at zero temperature is never
attained. Thirdly, there is a minimum in the tempe-
rature dependence of the susceptibility for Au 19 % Fe

(and presumably the other alloys) related to an ano-
malous increase in the quasi-elastic neutron cross
section at low temperatures [1]. In CrFe a similar
quasi-elastic cross section curve was shown to be
associated with a collapse of the conventional spin
waves at low temperatures [13].
We suggest the following description : just below

7c the system behaves as a standard ferromagnet
-with for each spin m’ z :0 0, m’ x = m’ y = 0. As the tem-
perature drops the degree of ferromagnetic order
increases continuously, but below some temperature
the spins begin to acquire random uncorrelat-

ed canted moment components so ~, ~ 5~ 0

but  mx &#x3E; =  my &#x3E; = 0. This is essentially the

« semi spin glass » state proposed by Villain [14].
Below this transition point, the conventional spin
wave description starts to break down and the sus-
ceptibility of the alloy tends to increase; finally at
low temperatures there is an overall average moment
in the z direction but local moments are randomly
disaligned to some extent with respect to z and the
excitations are not conventional spin waves with
well defined wave vectors.

The susceptibility curve of figure 3 would seem to
indicate a sufficiently abrupt change of regime at
N 85 K to suggest a sharp transition temperature of
this type. In a sense this ordering would correspond to
a spin glass transition in the plane perpendicular
to the average magnetization [14]. The perpendicular
component will build up gradually as the temperature
drops below the transition; the extra low temperature
susceptibility, figure 3, may be thought of as due to the
tilting of the perpendicular moment components by
the magnetic field towards the z direction, analogous
to the perpendicular susceptibility of an antiferro-
magnet. Also, it is physically reasonable that spin
waves no longer have well defined wave vectors in
this low temperature phase.
We can compare the present susceptibility curve

(susceptibility without the domain rotation effects)
with the low field initial susceptibility data for alloys
with a similar concentration [2-4]; these results
showed a drop in the low field susceptibility at a
lower temperature than 85 K (55 K [2] or 20 K [3, 4])
and we feel that this drop is not directly related to the
transition we discuss but to some more complicated
domain effect, which is probably also due to the compe-
ting nature of the interactions.

Theoretical phase diagrams have been given for the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [15, 16] in which a
« replica symmetry breaking » transition occurs below
a ferromagnetic ordering temperature. The projec-
tion hypothesis made by Parisi and Toulouse [16, 17]
is that below the lower transition temperature the
susceptibility becomes temperature independent. For
a Heisenberg version of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
model, there are two transitions below Tc [18] - a
canting transition and then a transition of the same
type as in the Ising model. Tentatively we can identify
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the model canting transition with the observed 85 K
behaviour and the 20 K initial susceptibility drop
with the lower model transition.
To summarize, we have used resistivity and magne-

toresistance data to help clarify the complicated
situation associated with the passage from spin glass to
ferromagnetic ordering. The most novel point con-
cerns the alloys above the critical concentration for
« ferromagnetism»; we have evidence in favour of

the existence of or « canting » transition well below
the ferromagnetic ordering temperature, but distinct
from a further lower transition characterized by a
drop off in the low field initial susceptibility [2-4].
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